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Autumn Term 2021:
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Weeks:

&

Here is a quick reference guide to help you link the White Rose Planning with the Number Fun Resources.
This document contains hyperlinks to:
Key Number Fun Song Video – the ideal video to help children begin to explore this small step.
Additional Number Fun Links – additional resources to support and extend the learning within this small step.
Check out our Guide to using Number Fun Videos and Portal effectively. Many Number Fun videos are accompanied by
Teacher Ideas Packs, designed to provide creative games and activities to support the teaching of each objective.
For information about all the Number Fun Training, Consultancy and Resources visit: www.numberfun.com.

Hyperlinks:
Click the Video Thumbnail
The hyperlink will take you to this song’s
page on the Number Fun Portal
(Note: You will need to log into the Number
Fun Portal to access each song’s resources.)

Number Fun Links - White Rose Planning

Click the Icon Thumbnail to hyperlink to this
resource in the Number Fun online Shop
Click the Concept Teaching Video
Thumbnail to hyperlink directly to the video
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Top Number Fun Warm-Up Suggestions
The denominations of money
found in UK currency are based
on multiples of 1, 2, 5 and 10.
This Multiple Battle challenge
links the multiples of 5 with the
multiples of 10. Split your class
in half for this Multiple Battle!

Top Number Fun Shop Suggestions

This video reminds children
of the meaning of the Greater
Than, Less Than and the Equals
signs. These are used in several
small steps within this block of
learning.

All shop suggestions are downloads
unless highlighted otherwise.

Money Cards

1-20 Image Cards

This set of playing cards provide
a powerful tool for reasoning and
exploration of money. The imagery
includes coins and notes up to the
value of £50. Choose the pictures
and values appropriate for your
objectives.

This expanded set of image cards
for the numbers from 1 to 20. The
images include coins and enable
children to relate money to other
number pictures.

Small Steps
1: Recognising coins and notes
Money Cards
This set of playing cards provide
a powerful tool for reasoning and
exploration of money. The imagery
includes coins and notes up to the
value of £50.
Print out pages 2 and 3 for the
children to play a matching game.

2: Count money - pence
Farmer Pete is counting his
money. He’s put all his money on
the floor and then he finds some
more! How much money does
Farmer Pete have? This version
focuses on counting pence.

Number Fun Links - White Rose Planning
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3: Count money - pounds (notes and coins)
Farmer Pete is counting his
money. He’s put all his money on
the floor and then he finds some
more! How much money does
Farmer Pete have? This version
focuses on counting pounds.

4: Count money - notes and coins
Farmer Pete is counting his
money. He’s put all his money on
the floor and then he finds some
more! How much money does
Farmer Pete have? This version
counts both pounds and pence.

5: Select money
Money Cards
This set of playing cards provide
a powerful tool for reasoning and
exploration of money.
Page 13 includes a printable sheet
for the Circle __ p varied fluency
challenge.

6: Make the same amount
The Sergeant is purchasing some
fruit and he’s asking his troops
how he should pay for them. In
each verse four troopers suggest
different options to choose from.
What other options are there?
Which option do your children
prefer and why?

Number Fun Links - White Rose Planning

Money Cards
This set of playing cards provide
a powerful tool for reasoning and
exploration of money. The imagery
includes coins and notes up to the
value of £50. Page 13 includes 6
pairs of cards showing equivalent
coin values.
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7: Compare money
Clap Snap challenges children to
compare two amounts of money
to see if they are equivalent
or not. The examples used
are those found in the varied
fluency section of this small step.
Extend the use of this idea and
challenge children to come up
with their own examples.

8: Find the total
Pirate Captain Bert and Pirate
Captain Hugh are trying to work
out how many pieces of treasure
they have. Hugh has 2p pieces
and Bert has 5p pieces. Pause
at 0:44 and see if you can work
out the total value of the coins.
(Count in 2s and 5s to calculate)

Money Cards
This set of playing cards provide
a powerful tool for reasoning and
exploration of money. The imagery
includes coins and notes up to the
value of £50.
For this and subsequent steps you
may wish to print out specific pages
and play a ‘Find the _____’ game.

9: Find the difference
Return to this video. Pause
again at 1:38. Who has the most
coins? Who has the most value?
How much more money does
one pirate have than the other?
Does the visualisation help you
to reason? (E.g. five 2 pence
pieces = two 5 pence pieces!)

10: Find change
Each day Mum gives you an
amount of money to buy some
‘super healthy fruit’. You use
some of that money - how much
change do you have to give back
to Mum?

Number Fun Links - White Rose Planning
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11: Two-step problems
Two Sneaky Criminals have
discovered Number Bond’s
Money Chest. Their job is to use
their number bond knowledge to
work out how many coins there
are in his money chest. What
is the value of the coins within
Number Bond’s Money Chest?

Number Fun Links - White Rose Planning

Money Cards
From this set of Money Cards,
choose some images to represent
‘the change’. Children are dealt a
card. Their challenge is to create
a story problem with this being the
change in the story. E.g. 12p is
on the card - this is the change.
The story might be, ‘I bought a
packet of crisps for 38p. I gave
the shopkeeper a 50 pence piece.
How much change did I receive?
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